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Abstract-Cloud Computing is the vision of computing as a utility, here user can store the data in the cloud , to enjoy the high
quality service and application from a mutual pool of formation computing resources. Through data outsourcing, users can be
reassured from the burden of local storage data and its maintenance. For security of cloud data storage enable public
auditability is severe importance so users can refuse to an exterior survey party to check the virtue of out sourced data when
required. To firmly suggest an impressive TPA, the specified fundamental requirements are: A) In TPA, we are approaching the
privacy preserving public auditing for security of data storage in cloud computing system by using automatic blocker.B) Third
party auditor should be sufficient to conveniently survey the data storage of cloud without exhausting the local copy of data &
suggest no more online difficulty to the user of cloud. Individually compact with automatic blocker & random mask technique
and & deed the public key based validation. This system are secure and highly efficient shows by extensive security and
performance searching .
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I. INTRODUCTION

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Now a days to stored data from more than one client,
rationally developed technology is cloud computing. They
can extract their abstracts backups remotely to third party
storage of cloud providers comparatively than maintain data
centers. Management may not require purchasing the
required storage devices. In cloud they can store their data
backups and to avoid any instruction loss in case of software
/ hardware failures extracts their information. Cloud storage
is also formative, how the privacy and security are available
for the outsourced knowledge becomes a serious thing. Users
can be reassured from the anxiety of local storage of data and
maintenance by using data outsourcing.

It may leak user data information to the auditor & protocol is
not privacy preserving when used directly. Public auditability
is not supported & various audit challenges a user can
perform is a fixed priori. Cloud computing challenging
security threats towards users’ outsourced data & takes new
in existing system. Cloud Service Providers are separate data
outsourcing & administrative entities is actually relinquishing
user’s ultimate control over the fate of the data. The
correctness of the data in the cloud is being put at risk
because of following reasons.

Cloud Computing is the vision of computing as a public
service. This model is used for enabling comfortable, ondemand access of network to shared pool of configurable
computing source that can be immediately provisioned and
released with service provider interaction. Due to the
potential exposure of encryption keys unauthorized
information leakage still in a problem. In this we are going to
tackle the problems are how to independent to data
encryption, enable a privacy-preserving TPA protocol. Our
work is to support privacy preserving public auditing in
Cloud Computing, with importance on storage of data. TPA
to perform the authentication without demanding the local
copy data. Following three aspects are: 1] To the cloud
environment we are using automatic blocker, which
particularly blocks unauthorized protocol access from the
external user for privacy of data preserving.
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First is the infrastructures under the cloud are more reliable
and powerful than personal computing devices, they are
facing with the large range of external and internal risk for
data integrity.
Second, remains number of motivations for CSP react
unfaithfully towards the cloud users regarding the status of
the outsourced data. The cloud data storage service consist of
various entities as CSP or cloud server, TPA & cloud user.
On a cloud server cloud user is a person who stores large
amount of files or data. Cloud server is a place where we are
storing data and cloud service provider managed this data.
For integrity of data & storage correctness TPA will do the
auditing on users request.
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or suggest additional on-line task to the cloud users.
Third Party Auditor
Data Auditing
Delegation

Public Data Auditing

Users
Data Flow

Cloud Servers

Security Message Flow

Figure 1: Architecture of cloud data storage service

III. METHODOLOGY
In this system ,Third Party Auditor, Cloud Service Provider
,Cloud Computing are used.
Genetic Algorithm
AES Algorithm:
Key encryption & decryption
RSA Algorithm:
File encryption & decryption

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In proposed scheme , its states our public auditing
system which provides a complete outsourcing solution
of only the data itself, but also its integrity checking.
For support batch auditing the TPA upon delegations
from multiple users its shows how to amount our main
scheme. Finally,discuss how to generalize our privacypreserving public auditing auditing and its support of
data dynamics. Important result for privacy-preserving
public auditing to achieve the aforementioned design
objective. Again show how to measure our main system
to support batch auditing for TPA upon delegations
from multiple users. Finally, adopt the automatic
blocker at the cloud server, when unauthorized user
approach the users data from cloud storage, the system
runs an tiny function to auditor the user inputs, it
matches to give access differently does not give user
access by blocking the protocols. The Threat and
system model: We consider a cloud data storage service
involving three entities, the cloud user (U) has big
amount of data files to be stored in cloud, Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) managed cloud server(CS) to
provide data storage service and computation resources
and has important repository space, Third Party Auditor
(TPA), who has capabilities & expertise that cloud
users do not have and is trusted to determine the cloud
storage service security on favor of the user upon
demand.
A. Public Auditability
To allow third party auditor to proof the correctness of the
cloud data on demand without fetching a copy of the all data
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B. Storage Correctness
To establish that there exists no deception cloud server that
pass the audit from Third Party Auditor without certainly
storing users data perfect.
C. Privacy-Preserving
To assure that there exists no way for Third Party Auditor to
acquire users’ data content from the data gathered during the
process of auditing.
D. Batch Auditing
To enable Third Party Auditor with protect and efficient
auditing capability with multiple auditing delegations from
number of various users together.
E. Lightweight
To perform auditing with minimum computation and
communication overhead allow TPA.
F. MAC-based Solution:
To authenticate the data there are two ways to make use of
MAC. A trivial way is sends the corresponding secret key sk
to the third party auditor & uploading the data blocks with
the MACs to the server. After the TPA can randomly check
the correctness via sk and recover blocks with the MACs.
Apart from the high computation complexities and
communication, the third party auditor needs the knowledge
of the data blocks for authentication.

Audit Protocol Blocker
In proposed scheme include the existing system benefits also
enlarge to avoid the unauthorized data approach for
preserving data integrity to & find the illegal user. The
proposed scheme manage a check on the user demands
according the user stated parameters and also parameters for
the existing and new users .The system obtain request of only
the existing approved user, and forward for the new users for
the parameter to match demands specified during user
formation for new users.

Figure 2: System Architecture
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V. CONCLUSION
For data storage security propose a privacy -preserving
public auditing system. By considering the single user we
designed the simulation. Without demanding the local copy
of data third party auditor can perform the storage auditing
in cloud computing. We use the homomorphic authenticator
and random mask technique to assurance that third party
auditor would not determine any observation about the data
content saved on the cloud server during the capable auditing
process, which not only ignored the difficulty of cloud user
from the possibly valuable auditing function, but also ease
the users’ concern of their outsourced data leakage.
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